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Introduction 

this regional report discusses media trends regarding freedom, pluralism, independence and the safety of
journalists in member-states of Asia and the Pacifi c. It covers the years from the start of 2012 to the start of

2017, with the fice year period referred to in these pages as 2012-2017. As a regional study, this is one of six 
subsections of the wider report, with the global analysis published separately as "World Trends on Freedom of
Expression and Media Development 2017/2018", and which can be found at https://en.unesco.org/world-
media-trends-2017. 

 All the reports follow the template of four trends: Media Freedom, Media pluralism, Media Independence 
 and the Safety of Journalism. The background to these reports, as well as the elaboration of these categories
 as essential components of press freedom, can be found in the global study cited above.

 For more about UNESCO's mandate and role in promoting freedom of expression and media development,
 readers are encouraged to visit https://en.unesco.org/themes/fostering-freedom-expression and sign up
 to our weekly newsletter at: https://en.unesco.org/themes/fostering-freedom-expression/news.

 In several countries in this region, ongoing violence, civil war and conflict has resulted in economic, political
 and social shifts. Across most countries of the region, technological convergence coupled with increased
 access to online and social media has strengthened media pluralism. Social networks have become a
 defi ning feature of the daily lives of many citizens, and while such technologies are creating new avenues for
 expression they are also restricted by states as means of censorship and control.

 An emerging trend in many countries is the privatisation of censorship traditionally carried out by governments. 
 The disruptive implications of new technologies, such as the spread of fake news and online hate speech, has 
 created the impetus for states to seek new ways of asserting sovereign power over transnational intermediaries. 
 Self-regulation or co-regulation mechanisms are prevalent in the region, but these are now coupled with content 
 regulation driven by automated decision-making mechanisms or by terms of service agreements that are not 
 always aligned to international human rights standards. Countries across all sub-regions of Asia Pacifi c have 
 created sectoral regulators that can order the removal of content. Telecom and internet service providers in several 
 countries are either owned or controlled directly by the government or by businesses close to the government. 
 Media and development has increasingly become concentrated in the hands of large corporations.

 Satellite television, the digital switchover and rapidly rising mobile internet connectivity have multiplied the media 
 platforms to which citizens have access. While expanding internet access has received much focus, other issues 
 such as improving language accessibility and developing user capability, need more attention at the national, 
 regional and global levels. The suspension of access to internet services by governments is also a growing trend 
 in the region. The rise of circumvention tools like virtual private networks (VPNs) highlights the role technology 
 plays in upholding media freedom and independence in a rapidly changing economy of communications. And 
 yet, the limiting of access to such services during times of crisis but also as part of broader eff orts control access 
 to communications, is an emerging trend in some countries in Asia Pacifi c. Countering speech that incites or 
 contributes to protracted violence, or that recruits for extremist causes is a serious concern in the region, 
 particularly in countries with ongoing confl ict or which are in transition from confl ict.
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INTRODUCTION

As highlighted in the global report, there is growing awareness that platforms that support speech 
and expression can also be instrumentalized as a weapon for polarization by deliberately malicious 
actors. Private companies are increasingly investing in automated capacity to monitor and take down 
content that is deemed sensitive in order to avoid liability. Governments in several sub-regions of Asia 
are citing national security concerns to expand the use of biometrics and facial recognition technology 
in addition to surveillance abilities, particularly visible in south and Southeast Asia. Access to a plurality 
of media platforms has not dented pre-existing inequalities and in some cases has further exacerbated 
these differences. There are vulnerable segments of the population who are not being included, or who 
are left behind in the integration process. One such group is the forced migrant population, broadly 
referred to as refugees and asylum seekers. In many countries, governments target vulnerable sections 
of the population restricting their access to popular apps and services.

The safety of journalists has declined, and while the number of journalists killed has stagnated, it is 
high in comparison with other regions. Internet journalists are increasingly targeted and killed, and the 
region reflect high rates of impunity.
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overview

since 2014, Asia Pacifi c has experienced a rising trend in censorship and strict measures for
information control. Overall, the status of media freedom in the region is deteriorating, where 

journalists are commonly subjected to harassment, assault or imprisonment, and/or are often charged 
for defamation or libel.

A key trend of the declining status of media freedom in the region appears in the digital online sphere. 
The gains in technology utilised by journalists to publish critical content is paralleled by government 
actions to control, monitor and censor the internet. The region hosts countries, the governments of 
which have performed among the highest number of internet shutdowns in the world. “Fake news” has 
been politicised, and misinformation is often distributed via social media platforms during periods of 
unrest in order to discredit oppositional groups or disrupt protests.

Regional key trends in media freedom include the following:

• Continuing cases of violence, harassment, imprisonment and killing of journalists and
bloggers;

• Criminal liability for defamation, along with use of libel and slander,  present on-going
threats to media freedom;

• Cases of online defamation are also on the rise;

• Judicial practices regarding civil law violations have created new limitations on press
freedom;

• Intermediaries face increased demands for data localization, and sharing data with law
enforcement agencies;

• Increases in hate speech during periods or events of socio-political, religious or ethnic
unrest or confl ict;

• Increases in the shutting down of access to mobile, internet applications and services by
states;

• Data sovereignty and eff orts by governments to restrict the transfer, or exert more control
over, cross-border data transfers;

• Incomplete implementation of right to information and of freedom of information laws.

trends In MedIa FreedoM7



limitations on media freedom
Although freedom of the press is legally protected in most South Asian countries, repression and 
attacks on freedom of speech are regularly reported.1 Confronted by increasing criticism from the 
media, states throughout the region have intensified their efforts to stifle such criticism in the print and 
broadcast media.2 The gains in technology utilised by journalists to publish critical content are paralleled 
by government efforts to clamp down on the internet.3 Governments have either revamped existing 
anti-press laws or reinterpreted them to undermine the work of journalists.

Several countries in the region use vague colonial-era laws or have invoked new laws to jail bloggers, 
citizen journalists, media assistants, journalists, and democracy activists.4  Journalists and bloggers face 
threats including persecution, life imprisonment or death for reporting on a range of issues in the region 
which includes criticism of the state, political parties, religion, corruption, criticism of the military and/
or political campaigns. Since 2014, violent extremism targeting bloggers in the region is on the rise 
and has created a climate of self-censorship and fear.5 Governments also pressurise media institutions 
to control media coverage through indirect measures such as taxation,6 revocation of licensing, and 
ownership mandates.7

deFaMatIon and other legal restrICtIons on JournalIsts

In most countries in South, Southeast and East Asia, defamation can either become a civil and/or criminal 
dispute.8 A lack of clear parameters that define when an incident can be considered as a criminal issue, 
often lead to a misuse of the law. Various cases in the East, South and Southeast Asia indicate that 
defamation laws are adopted by political interests as part of their agenda and to settle scores.9

Powerful elites, both individuals and corporations, use defamation legislation to file excessive and often 
unfounded complaints which threaten journalists with imprisonment. Such actions are sometimes 
called Strategic Lawsuits against Public Participation (SLAPPs) and have created a new system of 
censorship and are used as a means to take media houses to courts, and to threaten, harass, and 
intimidate journalists and critics.10 Use of defamation for online expression is also on the rise in the 
region.  

One recently enacted defamation law has received widespread condemnation, including from the 
United Nations.11 The law allows journalists to be jailed if they are found questioning Sharia law or the 
affairs of the state. Since 2014 criminal defamation laws are being challenged both in South12 and East 
Asian countries.13

Several countries in Asia Pacific have a history of communal violence and have enacted national policies 
prohibiting hatred against foreigners, immigrants or various religious, ethnic and sexual minorities. The 
dynamic of hate speech varies a great deal within national and regional contexts though in South and 
East Asian countries where hate speech continues to pose a social problem.14  

1 Neyazi 2017.
2 Deustche Welle 2017a.
3 Baumgartner 2017.
4 Reporters Without Borders 2017a.
5 Moosa and Sclutz 2017.
6 Vanderklippe 2017.
7 York and Lacambra 2018.

8 Sharma 2016.
9 Southeast Asian Press Alliance 2015.
10 Rujivanarom 2016; Chakrabarti 2013; Sen 2016.
11 Aneez and Srilal 2016.
12 Parthasarthy 2017.
13 Sang-Hun 2016.
14 Osaki 2017.
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Despite stringent rules governing the combating of hate speech, implementation is often lacking as it 
often depends on the state of anti-discrimination and equality-protecting frameworks. In many countries
the dominant majority and religious authorities defi ne boundaries of off ensive and permissible
expression.15 Another emerging dynamic for South and Southeast Asian countries, is that the groups
demanding censorship of off ensive speech are the same ones actively attacking minority beliefs and
practices.16 Governments have been arguing for stricter regulation for hate speech in response to use
of new technologies to incite violence and hatred. There has been growing activism and civil society
action to tackle hate speech in the region.17

 Prohibiting racial and religious insult as a national policy was inherited from the British colonial period, 
and is common within the region. The use of blasphemy laws has increased in severity between 2014-
2017 and while blasphemy laws apply to all religions, they are being disproportionately used against 
religious minorities in the states where blasphemy laws still exist.18 Apostasy laws are less common 
worldwide: they are found in 25 countries in only three regions of the world, and Asia Pacifi c is home to 
seven of those countries.19

A Pew Research Center analysis found that, as of 2014, about a quarter of the world’s countries and 
territories (26 per cent) had anti-blasphemy laws or policies, and that more than one-in-ten (13 per cent) 
nations had laws or policies penalizing apostasy.20 Twelve countries in Asia Pacifi c have blasphemy laws 
where punishments for transgressions vary from fi nes and/or imprisonment to the death penalty.21 
More people are awaiting the death penalty or serving life sentences for blasphemy in one country in 
South Asia than any other country in the world.22

‘Fake news’ is on the rise in the region.23 Violence has been especially common in one country, where 
racist, anti-Islamic rumors and “fake news” played a key role in initiating a humanitarian crisis due to 
the persecution of an ethic minority group.24Much misinformation spreads through social media, and 
in response the region’s governments are increasingly using existing laws to control online content.25

Another emerging trend in the region relates to the use of social media platforms’ and messaging 
apps to spread misinformation, propaganda and to justify prevalent narratives. In Asia, fake news is 
spread mainly for political rather than economic or anti-scientifi c reasons.26 Misinformation tactics are 
particularly deployed to disrupt protests, silence critics and make it diffi  cult to share reliable information 
in a timely manner.27 The spread of the fake information poses the threat of inciting hatred in Asia’s 
multiracial and multi-religious society.28

The distribution and creation of misinformation, and its impact, is affording governments the 
opportunity to restrict media content and make “fake news” an off ence.29 Several Southeast countries 
are promoting new legislation or expanding existing regulation to ensure that social media and 
messaging platforms be held liable to legal action if their platforms facilitate the spread of false 
information.30 Fact checking websites led by citizens and media activists have sprung up in many 
countries in the region but their eff ectiveness has not yet been studied.31

15 Cherian 2015.
16 Cherian 2015.
17 Ethical Journalism Network 2016.
18 Ochab 2017.
19 Theodorou 2016.
20 Theodorou 2016.

21 Bashir 2016.
22 Liben 2017.
23 Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2016.
24 Washington Post 2017.
25 The Diplomat 2018.
26 Parth and Bengali 2017.

27 Hutt 2017.
28 Combalcier 2016.
29 Japan Times 2018.
30 Tech Wire Asia 2017.
31 Kumar 2017.
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INTERNET CURBS, CUT-OFFS AND CONTENT REMOVAL

The number of reported incidents of governments rendering internet and mobile access unusable 
for a specific duration, targeted at a specific population or location is on the rise across Asia-Pacific. 
Governments preventively block communication as a now standard approach to defining prohibitions 
and then enforcing them.32 In some countries, governments target specific platforms such as virtual 
private networks,33 instant messaging service providers34 and voice over internet protocol calling 
applications.35

In 2016, South Asia led the world in internet shutdowns36 incurring economic losses reportedly 
amounting to USD($) 1.1 billion due to cutting off access.37 The increasing trend among authorities 
suspend access to technology platforms often occurs for extended periods, and is evident across both 
democratic and authoritarian countries in the region.38 One country in the region has shut down the 
internet 124 times since 2012, and over half of these shutdowns occurred in 2017 alone.39

The UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of opinion and expression has issued a statement against such 
shutdowns in Asia Pacific remarking, “… the internet and telecommunications bans have the character 
of collective punishment and fail to meet the standards required under international human rights 
law to limit freedom of expression.” 40 The number of civil society organizations, 41 journalists,42 and 
academics43 that track and monitor shutdowns to create awareness of their impact on media freedoms 
has increased since 2012.44

In some countries, state agencies issue detailed instructions to news outlets, websites, and social media 
administrators on whether and how to cover breaking news stories and manage related commentary.45

Government directives on media coverage stipulate ‘negative’ actions, such as deleting an article, not 
sending reporters to cover a particular event, or closing a website’s comment sections. Governments 
regularly target reporting on official wrongdoing and foreign affairs, the reputation of the ruling political 
party or individual officials, public policy on health and safety, sports regulation, the economy, social 
unrest and civil society perceptions. Governments also issue directives or make unofficial demands 
for ‘affirmative’ actions such as promoting the party line, or republishing copy from official or selected 
news sources.46

32 Rahman 2016.
33 Brokin 2017.
34 NG, Yiu Shu 2017.
35 Russell 2016.
36 SAMSN Digital Hub 2017a.
37 Brookings Institute 2016.
38 Human Rights Watch 2017.
39 Bhattacharya 2018.

40 Cook 2018.
41 Barron 2017.
42 C Kaye 2017.
43 Software Freedom Law Centre 2017.
44  SAMSN Digital Hub 2017a.
45 Internet Monitor 2018
46 International Federation of Journalists 2017.
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TRENDS IN MEDIA FREEDOM

Across the region, a consistent and growing trend has been the differentiation in the authorities’ reaction 
to content, depending on whether it is being delivered online or through a traditional medium.47 
In the past, measures applied by governments to censor traditional media have included litigation, 
intimidation and cronyism. Technology has challenged these censorship measures but it has also 
created new modes of censorship.48 Emerging evidence also suggests that restrictions on mainstream 
media are shifting away from direct censorship in favour of vague and broad content regulation.49 In 
particular, South-east and East Asian countries have tightened control over video and audio to eliminate 
a range of content, including the depiction of homosexuality.50

Censorship measures for online broadcasting media are a relatively new phenomenon in the region.51 
Across East, South and South East Asian countries, transnational companies are subject to censorship 
demands as government restrict online content. Many governments have taken advantage of existing
mechanisms in social media to help block ‘illegal’ content by citing existing laws against what they 
deem to be unacceptable content.52

In Southeast Asia this has resulted in the broadening of the scope of content being targeted.53 Laws 
are vaguely formulated so that they can be used by governments to suppress and censor a wide 
range of expression, including emojis, memes and satire.54 Enforcing national content standards on 
transnational platforms has created fragmented frameworks as global platforms have taken on the role 
of gatekeepers.55 Private corporations actively cooperate with government requests for information 
about citizens, delete journalistic content, and participate in shutting down internet access.56

The compliance of such companies is incentivised through strict licensing terms, or through the 
application of intermediary liability regimes. Internet giants not only accomodate demands to censor 
certain content but there is growing evidence of self-censorship over the interpretation of cultural 
norms57 and sensitivities.58 Transnational corporations have improved transparency reporting on 
government requests, but local and national platforms are lagging behind in publishing such reports.

A recent development that has gained traction in the region, and which may become a trend in future,
is the efforts by countries to establish their own appropriate balance to the application of the so-called
Right to be Forgotten (RTBF). This potential trend is particularly visible in Southeast59 and South Asia60,
where legal challenges on RTBF have arisen across several jurisdictions in the region.61 The right is being 
used to remove and alter court records, expand the category of ‘state secrets’ and restrict dissent.62 The 
application of RTBF in conjunction with other existing laws has implications for not only search engines 
but also broader concerns about free expression and censorship of information online.

47 Wu, D 2017a.
48 BBC News 2017.
49 Palatino 2014.
50 Channel News Asia 2017.
51 Pak and Danubrata 2016.
52 Russell 2016.
53 Peel and Kuchler 2017.
54 Agarwal 2018.

55 Reporters Without Borders 2017b.
56 Reporters Without Borders 2017.
57 Matthew 2016.
58 Cox 2017.
59 Mundy 2015.
60 Varagur 2016.
61 Freischlad 2016.
62 Russell 2017.
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natIonal seCurIty and CounterIng vIolent extreMIsM

Violent extremism has been a threat in Asia for decades.63 Since 2012, transnational terrorist groups
have continued to seek to exploit regional instability and conflict such as separatist movements, local
grievances and/or religiously inspired terrorism, and have increased their use of online and social 
media in the region.64 Several countries65 in Southeast66, South67 and East Asia68 are using the fight
against violent extremism to undermine journalistic practices, such as source protection and
on-the-ground reporting and to impose greater controls over independent media organizations and
expression on the internet.

Between 2014 and 2017 several countries in the region have increased efforts both at the regional and 
national level to curtail rising violent extremism and the growing number of terrorist bases in the region.69

The leaders of six countries from Asia Pacific who met with the G20 Group in Hamburg in 2017 issued a 
Statement on Countering Terrorism calling for industry cooperation to provide lawful and non-arbitrary 
access for national security and filtering, and the detection and removal of content that incites terrorist 
acts.70

Between 2012 and 2014, several television channels in South Asia have been taken off-air after reporting 
on national security threats and terrorism.71 Governments in some countries are also approaching courts 
to seek bans on media coverage of ongoing trials which relate to acts of terrorism.72 Independent print 
and online news outlets which publish criticism of governments, or undertake investigative reporting 
to expose state corruption, stories related to terrorism and other human rights violations, are regularly 
banned throughout the region.

In 2015, Malaysia hosted a Special ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on the Rise of Radicalization and Violent 
Extremism. The United Nations Secretary-General has also unveiled a Plan of Action to Prevent Violent 
Extremism (PVE) and called upon all states to develop national plans on PVE, which some countries 
have begun working on.73

Mindful that an exclusive use of security-focused and hard line approach could backfire to create a new 
generation of extremists, countries are also adopting a softer approach with Islamic militants using 
spiritual guidance, counselling and vocational training.74 Following the Sydney Countering Violent 
Extremism (CVE) Summit held in June 2015, several stakeholders including governments, security
forces, intelligence agencies and civil society organizations have collaborated to create a compendium
of counter-narratives for the region.75 The initiative is expected to create a living document that
captures diverse good practices approaches to counter-messaging informed by key bodies of research.76

63 Owen 2017.
64 Westerman 2017.
65 Radsch 2016.
66 PTI 2017a.
67 Rana 2016.
68 Agence France-Presse 2014.
69 Sputnik News 2017.

70 G20 Leaders Summit 2017.
71 Singh 2016.
72 Times Of India 2018.
73 UNSG 2016.
74 Eileen NG 2016.
75 Sydney CVE Summit 2015.
76 Zeiger 2016.
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access to information and privacy 
protections
aCCess to InForMatIon

Figure 1-1 below shows open data trends from 2013 to 2015: scores beyond this period are not yet 
available. The open data index is an indicator which assesses and evaluates the general openness of 
a government in allowing the general public to access its data portal. The higher the score the more open 
the government. Evidence from Figure 1-1 shows limited access to information access in the Asia Pacifi c 
region, as the regional average measure is lower than the global average for the period 2013 to 2015.

Figure 1-1: Open data score on the openness of governments from 2013 to 2015
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information, the positive trend of an awareness of the access to information rights of citizens has 

laws in the region, and yet, initiatives advocating for FOI have grown stronger. 22 countries provide 
constitutional or legislative rights for freedom of information (FOI) and the region includes a diverse 
cross sample with regard to the quality of implementation of such laws and rights, from the best in the 
world to the worst.
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Some Asian countries lead the world in right to information legislation having created progressive 
mechanisms for access and enforcement. Some were early adopters and leaders in the establishment 
right to information (RTI) laws, but now have outdated legislation that requires updating. Others have 
been discussing and drafting right to information laws for many years, but have yet to pass them into 
laws. Finally, a few countries retain government-held information in a closed fashion, regarding it as 
government property and disallow its public release. In countries where RTI laws exist, governments 
have incorporated certain exemptions. Such provisions have led to the trend of information requests 
not being honored across several countries particularly in South Asia.77

Amongst some countries with strong legislation, access to information has only marginally improved 
as it is undermined by tightening policies and cultures of resistance to transparency. Only 2 countries 
feature in the top 10 countries ranked in the assessment of FOI implementation by the Centre for Law 
and Democracy (CLD).78 Most other countries did not score well on parameters such as simplifying 
requesting procedures, exceptions and refusals, process for appeals to rejection of requests, sanctions 
and proposals, and promotional measures to educate the citizens on accessing the right.

FOI implementation is hampered by a variety of factors in the region, including bureaucratic resistance, 
shortcomings in the ability of public officials to process requests, insufficient public awareness, and the 
need to strengthen compliance with proactive disclosure obligations and ensure coherence with other 
legislation.79 In few countries, access to information is treated as a privilege not a right, and requests 
have been denied without justification or recourse to appeal. In other cases, information is withheld 
from those not deemed to have a valid interest in the situation in question. Transparency during 
disasters is poor, and across South and Southeast Asia, information on development issues and the aid 
being allocated to alleviate them, has also been generally lacking.  

In many countries, public awareness of FOI law is low, and governments do little to publicize the right 
to information. In many cases officials often resist all attempts to share information.80 Violence towards 
those who request information has increased, with several information requesters being killed for their 
efforts to access information.81 Despite the lack of awareness of the law, demand for information has 
increased more generally, spurred on by civil society’s use of digital technologies. Some governments 
have responded with investment in ICT-based solutions to make information more easily accessible to 
the citizenry.82 Open Data initiatives relating to budgets, environmental hazards and other important 
information have been established to assist civil society in accessing information. Regional efforts are 
also growing, such as the E-ASEAN Framework Agreement, which contemplates the need to use ICTs to 
enhance transparency.83

77 Freedominfo.org
78 Centre for Law and Democracy 2016.
79 Article 19 2015
80 Article 19 2015
81 Dhawani 2016
82 Article 19 2015
83 ASEAN 2015b.
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PRIVACY, SURVEILLANCE AND ENCRYPTION

Several Asian countries have created or are in the process of creating pervasive surveillance systems. 
Surveillance programmes in Asia have provided new ways for governments to access metadata, track 
citizens and have unfettered access to private internet communications.84

Several countries are going beyond institutionalizing mass surveillance mechanisms85 and are 
integrating new points for data collection for tracking of citizens through increased use of CCTV 
cameras, facial recognition and biometrics. Countries in South and Southeast Asia are integrating the 

86 for travel and entry into the country,87 for exercising the right 
to vote, and the delivery of essential services88 including internet access and mobile services89. Several 
largescale biometric projects are being established in developing countries, while conversely, projects 
linking services to biometrics face more opposition in larger developed nations.90

There is an emerging debate on encryption in Asia. Several conservative and non-liberal governments 

encryption tools and services by citizens on security grounds.91 Several countries have laws mandating 
decryption on-demand, or stipulating the strength of lawful encryption, or require individuals to seek 
regulatory authorization for using encrypted platforms.92 In a few countries Virtual Private Network 
(VPN) services are being shut down by governments that seek to restrict their use for circumventing 
censorship or surveillance.93

In East Asia, despite UN requests94, some countries have enacted laws under which whistleblowers, 
journalists, and bloggers face up to ten years in prison if convicted of publishing information obtained 
‘illegally’. There has been a rise in the number of civil society organisations that have been harassed, had 

95 Governments have also introduced new 
96

In 2017, UNESCO and OHCHR brought together key stakeholders, including Human Right Commissions 
to identify and develop action-oriented recommendations to improve the protection of journalists and 
reinforce the implementation of the UN Plan of Action on the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of 

97

84 TCN News 2016.
85 Mitra 2017.
86 Ahmed 2017.
87 Payton 2016.
88 Population and Development Review 2017.
89 Spencer 2017.
90 Lee 2016.
91 Malcolm 2017.

92 Amnesty 2017.
93 Wu 2017.
94  Violaine Martin 2013. https://news.un.org/en/story/2013/11/456052-
independent-un-experts-seriously-concerned-about-japans-special-secrets-bill
95 Amnesty 2017.
96 Sherwood 2015.
97 UNESCO 2017.
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Internet governance and media 
freedom
Since 2012, some countries have resurrected expansive framings of information and data sovereignty 
in internet governance forums and policy spaces, proposing a variety of plans and technological 
modalities aimed at data localization.98 East Asian countries have demanded that foreign firms ensure 
third party access to systems by creating back doors or by providing the source code. Other countries 
have enacted legislation mandating explicit regulatory permissions for data transfers.

South Asian countries have implemented data localization as a piecemeal solution to specific issues 
such as prohibiting the export of personally identifiable health records, local storage of data collected 
using public funds, and the regulation of cloud services. A number of markets in the region have not 
joined this trend.99 The arguments for such regulations include enhancing national security, protecting 
personal privacy, aiding law enforcement, and preventing foreign surveillance, in addition to appeals 
to the principle of sovereignty.100 Governments also restrict the transfer of data across borders and 
implement data localization policies as a short-term means of promoting economic development via 
the construction of in-country data centres and the creation of highly-skilled technical jobs.101

Five countries from Asia Pacific have been organizing national Internet Governance Forum (IGF).102 
China, Japan and Pakistan have approval to organize national IGF but were yet to organize these at the
time of writing. Since 2010, countries from the region have been participating  at regional IGF.

gender equality and media freedom
The 1995 Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action stressed the need for women to have greater 
access to media, both with regard to creating content and in decision-making, and also called for an 
end to gender stereotyping. The 20-year regional review of progress in implementation of the Platform 
for Action noted efforts the Beijing+20 countries at achieving gender equality in the region.103 
Normative frameworks and institutional structures for promoting and protecting the human rights 
of women and girls exist across Asia and the Pacific. While there is near universal ratification of the 
Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women, many countries have 
recorded reservations and many have not ratified the Optional Protocol.

At the national level, constitutions and legislation uphold the equal rights of women and men, girls 
and boys, but are not universally comprehensive or in place in all countries. National institutions and 
measures for promoting and protecting, and addressing violations of, human rights are also in place in 
some countries in Asia and the Pacific.104 However, women and girls continue to experience violations 
of their human rights, and as reported by the Beijing+20 respondent countries, which include more 
than 20 countries from the region.

98 FTI Consulting 2016.
99 Manyika et al 2016.
100 Chander and Lê 2015.
101 Srivas 2016.

102 Internet Governance Forum.
103 UNESCAP 2015.
104 UNESCAP 2015.
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The review of the Beijing platform for the region highlighted that further measures are required, such 
as pertaining to the enforcement of legislation, legal literacy campaigns, women and girls’ unfettered 
access to justice and accountability within the law enforcement and judicial sectors. These trends 
impact on how media freedom plays out for women.

In relation to the media, the UNESCAP review identifi ed that two areas of concern are the engagement 
of women and girls with the media, and the portrayal of women and girls in the media. A UNESCO and 
IFJ study released in 2015 fi nds that in many countries across Asia Pacifi c, women media professionals 
have increased their number in the newsrooms, but they still represent only 3 out of 10 news staff  and 
often earn less than their male counterparts, while struggling to reach decision-making positions.105

Legislative or policy measures to promote the balanced and diverse portrayal of women and girls exist 
in very few countries. Where laws governing the portrayal of women are in place, these usually apply 
restrictions to pornography, video voyeurism and the portrayal of violence against women and girls.

Women’s contribution in the fi elds of media and journalism has largely remained unrecognised and as 
a response a number of organizations have launched awards and prizes at both national and regional 
level. The Women’s Empowerment (WE) Journalism Awards, Trust Women Awards, the Society of 
Publishers in Asia (SOPA) Awards, South Asian Journalists’ Association, and the Osborn Elliott Prize For 
Excellence in Journalism on Asia are some of the more recognized awards in the region.106  

While the use of mobile internet is increasing across the region,107 there are still many barriers to 
accessing the internet for women. Smartphone penetration is higher than desktop penetration in many 
countries, and in several countries, women spend more time on app usage than on the web.108 Across the 
region there is a strong relationship between per capita income and internet access, and smartphone 
ownership.109 Across low-income countries in the region, the gender gap in mobile phone ownership is 
due to a combination of low household income and traditional gender roles; men and women who leave 
the house for work or studies get priority for mobile ownership. In advanced economies of the region, 
both age and gender have an eff ect on the social media activities of internet users, with women and 
younger adults most likely to engage daily access social media. The lack of infrastructure, a predominant 
familiarity with cellular phones rather than the internet, aff ordability, religious barriers, and use of the 
internet being taboo for social, structural and political reasons, as well as a lack of support from the 
government, are some barriers that exclude women, especially marginalized women, from access.

In countries where the media industry experiences instability and where journalists are regularly 
threatened, intimidated and often killed, gender issues and inequities are often side-lined.

105 Gonzalez and Ito 2015.
106 Asia Society 2017.
107 Statista Distribution of internet users in Asia Pacifi c 2015.
108 Mobile Apps in APAC 2016.
109 Pew Research Center 2016.
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overview

while the uptake of digital online media is on the increase in the Asia Pacifi c region, aff ordability
remains one of the biggest barriers to broadband access in developing economies. Television 

remains the dominantly consumed media type in the region, but state-owned service broadcasters 
experience diffi  culties in adjusting to the new realities of digital media, and due to political and 
regulatory constraints and/or a lack of audience demand, have been unable to adequately respond to 
the advancement of digital media, and as a result, are seeing a drop in audience numbers. Regional and 
local newspapers are in a similar position, as they compete with digital platforms and social networks 
for news consumption and content, and as the regularity of newspaper readers has stagnated as readers 
migrate to accessing news from digital media. A slowdown in the rate of advertising revenue has put 
traditional media under fi nancial strain.

The polarisation of the media sphere is largely driven by linguistic, ethnic, and regional diversities, as well 
as the existence of subnational identities within a particular nation, and “fake news” or misinformation 
increasingly appears within the region, distributed via online platforms and which is often politically or 
commercially motivated.

Trends in media pluralism in the Asia Pacifi c region include the following:

• An increased availability of digital platforms for expression and user-generated content,
while the digital switchover has expanded plurality of television and radio channels;

• Growing diversity is shaping consumption habits, economic models and media systems;

• A rise of polarized pluralism, diversity of information and programming, and a fragmentation 
of audiences. Countries that report increased polarization and sectarianism also report
media capture and polarization in both traditional and new media platforms;

• Content fi ltering takes places due through algorithms used for decision-making in private
platforms;

• Cross-media ownership issues have grown due to increased vertical and horizontal
consolidation in markets across Asia Pacifi c;

• Decreasing revenues  and lack of diversity in sources of funding has led media outlets to
experiment with new business models;

• Despite increased regional and national eff orts to counter marginalization, women continue 
to be underrepresented in media workforce, particularly in decision-making roles.
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access
Internet and MobIle

The countries of Asia Pacific account for 55 per cent of total global population. Of the 4.4 billion people 
in the region more than half remain offline.110 The countries where offline populations are concentrated 
are few, with just three countries accounting for 45 per cent of the total global offline population in 
2013,111 and a total of six countries accounting for 55 per cent of the total offline population (including 
two countries from Asia Pacific and one from Africa).112 The region also accounts for 50 per cent of 
global internet users and 49 per cent of global mobile connections. The proportion of population using 
internet is on an increase as shown in Figure 2-1 below., In social media usage, Asia Pacific accounts 
for 56 per cent of total users worldwide.113 Mobile growth fuelled by access to low-cost smartphones, 
3G and LTE rollouts and an increase in content and applications from Over The Top (OTT) providers is 
driving internet adoption across the region.

Figure 2-1: Percentage of individuals using the internet in the Asia and Paci�c region

Source: ICT 
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Mobile internet, in particular, holds potential for access and media pluralism. Overall, 47 per cent of 
those surveyed by the Internet Society use a mobile device as their primary means of going online. This 
figure is higher among users below 25 years old (61 per cent), and those who live in Southeast Asia (52 
per cent), and much lower among those who live in developed economies in the region (38 per cent). 
A total of 97 per cent of those surveyed access the internet through their mobile device regularly, with 
90 per cent doing so everyday, and 7 per cent several times a week.

110 Internet Society 2016.
111 ITU, UNESCO 2016.
112 McKinsey 2014.
113 Internet Society 2016

Figure 2-1: Percentage of individuals using the internet in the asia and Pacific region
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However, beneath the region’s 42 per cent mobile broadband penetration are large discrepancies. In 
advanced economies, mobile penetration is at more than 100 per cent, but drops down to less than 
10 per cent in less developed economies. Asia Pacifi c’s average cellular speed, at 10.9Mbps, belies an 
uneven spread of 13Mbps or more for developed countries, and 3Mbps for developing countries.114 An 
average smartphone connection in Asia Pacifi c would consume 1.5 to 2Gb of mobile data per month, 
but large diff erences prevail as mobile users some countries use more than a fi fth less, at 200- 300Mb.115

Smartphones continue to be the mobile device of choice for internet users in the region. Across all age 
groups surveyed, smartphone ownership does not go below 94 per cent (45-59 year olds), peaking at 
96 per cent among 15-24 year olds. The trend is reversed for other mobile devices. Averaging at 43 per 
cent and 8 per cent respectively, both tablet and wearable device ownership are lowest among younger 
respondents. Only 2.5 per cent of respondents use the internet on their mobile device less than twice 
a week. A total of 88 per cent of users who go online less than twice a week on their mobile devices 
also did not have mobile as their primary internet access device, suggesting that respondents who 
use mobile internet infrequently may be going online through other means. Internet of Things (IoT) is 
expected to be a key driver of expanding access and deployment of dedicated networks as billions of 
devices get connected in Asia Pacifi c. It is estimated that there will be 8.6 billion ‘things’ connected in 
the Asia Pacifi c by 2020, accounting for 29 per cent of the world’s connected devices, 1 out of 5 of which 
will be in China.116

Aff ordability remains one of the biggest barriers to broadband access in developing economies. In 
landlocked countries in Asia and small island states in the Pacifi c, the cost of access can be up to 18 per 
cent of monthly average gross national income117, which is far higher than the ITU/UNESCO Broadband 
Commission target of fi ve per cent. The challenges in Asia Pacifi c require the use of technology that 
can be deployed quickly and at low cost to create a prompt impact. Recent developments in satellite 
technology have reduced the costs of operating and maintaining networks while at the same time 
increasing performance and overall service reliability/availability.

Despite hard won gains, connectivity remains an obstacle for many, particularly for Small Islands 
and Developing States (SIDS) in the Pacifi c, where major gaps persist in access to reliable fi bre-optic 
and satellite broadband services. Recently, satellite-enabled broadband projects have accelerated in 
countries with limited broadband access in the region.118  Use of satellite for high speed internet to 
areas where terrestrial alternatives either did not exist or were cost-prohibitive for the network service 
providers has been popular with small and large countries in the region.119

114 Internet Society 2016.
115 Internet Society 2016.
116 Internet Society 2017.
117 Internet Society 2016.
118 Cosseboom 2015.
119 Jameson 2017.
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broadCast MedIa

Figure 2-2 below shows radio, television and newspaper consumption in the Asia and pacific region. 
Radio and television remained highly consumed media types in the region over the period 2012 to 
2016.

Figure 2-2: Media consumption

Source: World Press Trends 
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Technological and structural changes across the broadcasting sector have paved the way for multiple 
platforms for delivery of content from analogue or digital terrestrial broadcast, satellite, cable or Internet 
Protocol (IP) and OTT. Regional content service providers seeking seamless transmission capabilities to 
expand and diversify their offerings have explored opportunities emerging for direct-to-home (DTH) 
platforms, HD broadcasting, special-event programming, IPTV and Mobile TV services, and broadband 
applications. Convergence technologies have blurred the definitions between television and digital 
broadcasting. Nevertheless, traditional broadcasting of television continues to thrive even across the 
most mature markets in the region.

The distribution of the funds, and implementation of programs associated with such funds, is lacking 
across most countries. The ITU provides national roadmap reports for countries in Asia Pacific that have 
implemented or are in the process of the digital switchover. National Roadmaps on Transition to Digital 
Broadcasting for 24 countries in the Asia Pacific120 has issued Guidelines on Transition from Analogue 
to Digital Terrestrial Television Broadcasting including Cable, Satellite, and IPTV.121

120 Bunnag 2015.
121 ITU 2015.
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An emerging trend aff ecting the traditional broadcasting industry is the increase of new and bundled 
services. The migration of cable networks to transmission over the internet coupled with signifi cant 
broadband penetration, increases in bandwidth and the proliferation of digital devices are driving this 
trend particularly in South and Southeast Asia.

Satellite television is also growing in the region resulting from the digital television boom, increased 
broadband demand and a need to provide access in the remotest areas. The markets are highly 
competitive, particularly due to the presence of national and regional satellite operators. Satellite 
technology alone, or coupled with existing terrestrial or wireless networks, is enabling broadcast 
transmission platforms to expand their programme distribution into new markets.

High-Defi nition (HD) content122 is increasing among DTH programmers in the region and feeds of 
breaking news and entertainment to hand-held equipment are becoming commonplace123. However, 
this growth is hampered by highly fragmented regulatory structures and markets at diff erent stages of 
development. Varied geographies, both within countries and the region, along with a hugely dispersed 
population, continues to serve as a challenge to access.

State-administered and owned broadcasters are also facing diffi  culties as they come to terms with the 
new realities of digital media. The process of adjustment plays out diff erently in each national context. 
Some have been able to keep up with the structural challenges and new competitors, and explore the 
opportunities aff orded by new services and delivery platforms. Others, due to political and regulatory 
constraints or a lack of audience demand, have been less able to respond and have seen their audiences 
dwindle.

Increased political choice may potentially lead audiences away from state-controlled media. However, 
according to the Mapping Digital Media (MDM) project, the largest international study of media policy 
ever conducted, suggests that this may not be the case. In 43 of the countries studied where reliable 
data could be found, 32 of the public  media providers appeared in the top fi ve most used sources of 
news.124

The growth in smartphone users and increased political, commercial spending on advertising, are 
some of the factors driving the growth of the FM radio broadcasting market in Asia-Pacifi c.125 Across 
most countries a mix of state and privately- owned radio broadcasters serve huge radio audiences. 
While public service broadcasters have invested in setting up extensive radio networks for coverage 
of the whole population, commercial broadcasters are addressing more concentrated and affl  uent 
population groups.

122 Asia Pacifi c Broadcasting Union 2017.
123 Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism 2017-2018.
124 Tambini 2015.
125 Asia-Pacifi c Industry Insight 2017.
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Overall a significant percentage of listeners makes use of the mobile phone embedded FM radios and 
the trend is spreading across the region.126 In 2017, the International Telecommunication Union adopted 
an ‘Opinion’ on activating radio receivers in smartphones which noted that, “terrestrial broadcasting 
plays a critically important role in disseminating information to the public in times of emergencies.”127 
In some countries digital radio has been successfully implemented on a large scale, becoming an 
important component co-existing with FM and AM radio. An ITU report indicates that some countries 
are implementing digital sound broadcasting, and while the demand for analogue FM radio remains 
strong some countries have extended the FM band.128

Satellite radio, which allows a person to listen to stations anywhere in the country unlike the terrestrial 
radio such as AM and FM, is making an impact in a small, but influential way in advanced markets in the 
region.129 Only three countries in the world offer regular services and only eight countries in the region 
are contemplating regulation or undergoing trials for the technology and standards of satellite radio.130

newsPaPer Industry

Asia Pacific is home to some of the healthiest newspaper industries in the world. Print circulation 
increased +6.4 per cent globally in 2014 from 2013 driven by an increase in circulation figures in Asia 
Pacific.131 Nonetheless, regional and local newspapers are at an inflection point, as they struggle with 
digital platforms and social networks for news consumption and content.

Emerging evidence from South Asia suggests print business is showing signs of slowing down.132 
Regularity of newspaper readers has stagnated as readers migrate to accessing news from digital 
media. In some markets, the regularity of reading newspapers has also declined. Not surprisingly, 
newspapers in the region are investing efforts in a variety of measures to expand their digital reach. 
There are varying differences in how digital news is consumed across markets.

A study conducted by Reuters Institute shows that several countries in the region have highly developed 
digital media markets with a high reliance on mobile devices, a large role played by intermediaries, and 
strong news media online. 133 In these markets, social media is widely used for accessing news and 
for commenting/sharing. Online news users in some countries report some of the same habits and 
preferences as reported by users in Central Europe and North America. However, as internet use is lower 
in most countries in the region as compared to more developed economies, audience behaviour is less 
representative of the wider population.

In contrast to reliance on mobile, as outlined above, digital news market in other countries, combine 
highly developed digital media markets with a greater reliance on desktop computers. In such markets, 
aggregators and portals have a prominent role but news media brands have limited presence online. In 
these markets, social media is widely used, but not for accessing news and commenting/sharing. Other 
countries of the region, digital news is important but for most users still accessed via desktop more 
than smartphones. Social media are a widely used source of news, but television even more so, and 
levels of engagement with and participation in online news is also low.

120 Digital Broadcasting Asia‐Pacific Region 2016.
121 ITU 2017b.
122 ITU 2015.
123 ITU 2017b.
124 World DAB 2016.

125 WAN-INFRA 2015.
126 Bansal 2018.
127 Klein and Karogeropoulos 2017.
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economic models
PluralIsM and MedIa ownershIP

Across Asia Pacifi c, consolidation through mergers and acquisitions in radio and television, investment 
in and expansion of over-the-top (OTT) video streaming services, a rise in rural viewership and disruption 
via new technologies in the broadcasting space, have impacted the traditional structures of all media 
sub-sectors, thus redefi ning business and ownership models.

Political interference is compounding pressure on Asia Pacifi c radio broadcasters that are already 
contending with cutbacks in advertising and editorial budgets. There have been increasing instances 
of political censorship and even killings of radio journalists in a number of countries of the region.134

Faster broadband growth in developing countries has increased the slowdown in pay television. In 
some countries, pay television distributors provide Over-the-Top content as part of the subscription 
package, allowing consumers to re-bundle as they wish. Simultaneously, digital subscriptions, such as 
those off ered by premium video services, have cannibalized individual digital transactions.

As the number of direct-to-consumer services and the number of smart devices have increased, so too 
has the ability of consumers to self-serve the content. Across many countries there is movement away 
from ‘bundled’ media, such as that off ered by traditional cable television, to what might be termed ‘self-
service re-bundling’: consumers can select from a variety of online streaming services to create their 
own, more streamlined personal programming bundles.  

The television broadcasting developments prevalent in Asia Pacifi c suggest an environment in which 
television funding is mostly market or advertisement oriented. Digitisation and privatisation generally 
reduce barriers to entry, and expand the range and quality of services. However, competition-related 
issues such as the ability of customers to switch suppliers and pricing mechanisms remain prevalent in 
the region.

Global newspaper market fi gures show that more than 92 percent of all newspaper revenue still 
come from print. Three countries are amongst the seven biggest newspaper markets that command 
more than half of global newspaper revenues and about 80 per cent of global daily unit circulation.135 
However, across the region, many countries have seen a decline in newspapers and print magazine 
circulation, and number of newspapers have shut down over the past few years.136

134 Vicheika 2017.
135 World Press Trends 2017.
136 Kikuchi 2016.
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advertIsIng, between old and new Models

In 2015, the net advertising revenue in Asia Pacific grew by 5.3 per cent, the slowest rate of growth since 
2009. In South Asia, advertising expenditure continued to slow down across all media sectors with 
multinational and domestic brands reducing their spending.137 Although television remains a critical 
advertising medium, its share of total advertising is in decline in a trend which is expected to continue. 
Television advertising is most impacted by the decline in its regional advertising share, as ad spending 
has shifted to digital. Nevertheless, for now television continues to be the biggest advertising medium 
in key markets.

In Asia Pacific digital advertising represents a small part of overall newspaper revenue. Between 
2012 and 2017 digital advertising has grown, increasing 8 percent in 2014 and 59 percent over five 
years.138 But the main benefactors of digital ad spending continue to be social media and technology 
companies. Digital marketing revenues have also demonstrated strong growth, with revenues up by 
USD 1.23 billion in 2017, however, majority of that sum  USD 1.13 billion in total went to Google and 
Facebook with only USD 100 million to share across the remainder of publishers in Asia Pacific.139

The economics of supply and demand has driven down prices of advertising across the region. The 
digital marketing and advertising industry in the region constantly experiences issues of corrupt 
behaviour commonly referred to as advertisement fraud. Advertisement  fraud is common both on 
the buyer-side and seller-side of programmatic online advertising and ad-blocking is widespread in 
the region. Big tech platforms are earning most of the new digital advertising money because of their 
ability to target any audience efficiently and at scale.140

new PlatForMs and busIness Models

Another important trend is the rise of global content intermediation and integration, as leading social-
networking platforms provide videos, music, and news from outside sources directly to their users. 
Platforms are aggregating and integrating additional content to boost their consumer interactions and 
change consumption patterns. The rise of online platforms has marked a major shift for the media 
sector that inherently struggles with monetization and has significant impact on the business models 
of players in the sector.

Newsrooms across South and Southeast Asia are adopting artificial intelligence (AI) and computer-driven 
recommendations on websites, via apps and through push notifications. AI is also helping publishers 
fact-check, conducting live radio or television interviews, and also bringing costs of production down. 
Speech to text fact checkers are allowing journalists get instant information.

137 LiveMint 2017.
138 Kilman 2015.
139  The Straits Times, 2017
140 Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism 2017-2018.
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Content
Consumption of media content in Asia Pacifi c has shifted in recent years. Growth of mobile phone users 
and increased broadband connectivity has led to a proliferation with a large number of regional users 
getting connected.

National radio broadcasters are diversifying their service off erings to expand globally, and international 
radio broadcasters are entering emerging markets of the region.141 Digital radio, enhanced quality sound, 
visual imagery on radio, apps, web-streaming and content time-shifting is growing in Asia Pacifi c.142 
Connected radio, harmonization of broadcasting and internet which provides specifi c information has 
enriched content but only across developed economies on the region as the growth of radio services 
and consumption patterns are not the same across the region.

Some countries are typically more inclined towards radio as their main source of media consumption 
than others. However, radio is mentioned far less frequently as a main source of news across the Asia-
Pacifi c markets than in countries in Europe or North America.143 Radio channels around the region, 
especially commercial channels in emerging markets which broadcast listeners’ letters, phone chats 
with presenters, grievances with service providers, legal service matters, and coverage of public spaces, 
are likely to be questioned in legal forums.

Print media has also seen a rise in specialised content on topics and commentary rather than reporting. 
This is manifested across national dailies, magazines and on digital platforms of legacy print media 
where corporate mediated citizen journalism is on a rise. This trend is signifi cant for a region where 
across many countries the role of an independent media regulator is questionable and media, business, 
and politics infl uence each other.  

It is diffi  cult to make any general statement about how the news and current aff airs media in South Asia, 
whether print, broadcast or online, tend to represent confl icts or the gaps in the news coverage, given 
the diversity of channels, newspapers, and new media sources. It is a major challenge for media and civil 
society groups that would like to provide alternative narratives, to counter dominant narratives. Across 
South Asia, providing a diff erent perspective, especially one that questions dominant frameworks, runs 
the risk of being declared seditious, anti-national and subversive.

user-generated Content

Convergence and digitisation have resulted in changes in content production and distribution as 
audiences curate content from a range of sources rather than from linear media services. The internet 
has become the media platform that consumers across Asia Pacifi c spend the second most time with, 
after television.144 In a survey conducted by Internet Society in the region, users in developed economies 
tend to use mobile internet predominantly to search for information (91 per cent), read the news (79 per 
cent) and access videos and music online (69 per cent).145 Desire for more content, increased options 
and content-on-demand is driving consumers to produce and publish content which in the past has 
been the domain of traditional media sources.

141 Punchihewa 2017.
142 Punchihewa 2017.
143 Klein and Karogeropoulos 2017.
144 Internet Society 2016.
145 Ibid.
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Social media engagement is on the rise with consumers discovering, contributing and distributing 
information via social networks that have stimulated demand for online news content. In some countries, 
social media reach has overtaken television amongst consumers. A recent global study surveying the 
online behaviours of approximately 70,000 internet users across 57 countries revealed that the use of 
visual social media platforms, Instagram and Snapchat, has risen sharply across Asia Pacific.146 A number 
of respondents also used their mobile device to create content, including apps and blogs; collaborate 
on projects online; develop websites; access databases and cloud based productivity tools; operate 
systems remotely, and access transportation services.147 Another significant transition is the move from 
browser-based interactions on desktops to an information-sharing system driven by app experiences 
on mobile devices.

Where the consumption of content housed inside these proprietary walled gardens becomes the norm, 
the preservation of an open web may potentially be undermined. The usage trends above are matched 
by users’ app preferences. More than three out of four respondents have downloaded apps on voice 
calls and messaging (88 per cent); social media (85 per cent); and information, which includes weather 
information, GPS navigation and traffic monitoring apps (81 per cent). More than half of users have 
apps on media and entertainment on their mobile device.

Social media platforms are no longer just platforms for communication. Instead, they are becoming 
integrated tools allowing users to manage social, financial and legal transactions, whether for banking, 
shopping or arranging transportation. The Internet Society study for the region also noted that social 
networking drops in priority in correlation with the respondent’s age. Nevertheless, there has been a 
sharp rise in the effects of networks in shaping and consuming media online.

Moreover, the role of journalists is being redefined as they are expected to process user-generated 
content and to be able to navigate social media platforms which audiences inhabit.148

algorIthMs, eCho ChaMbers and PolarIzatIon

In the South Asian context, it is important to recognize the role of polarization in media that informs 
the relationship of media and politics at various levels. Linguistic, ethnic, and regional diversities are 
the most prominent drivers of polarisation, as well as the existence of subnational identities within a 
particular nation. These diversities/multitudes make it difficult for the media to have an impact beyond 
the specific audience and hence, it is not easy to study the agenda-setting power of the media when 
audiences are fragmented along linguistic lines and exposed to diverse sources of information.

Studies based on content analysis have shown that news about political parties and election campaigns 
featured the major political parties in power more than other parties, or featured certain candidates 
aligned with media’s ideologies.149 Greater competition is also compelling media houses to cater to the 
prejudices of their readers, and consumers prefer news and opinions that align most closely to their 
own already established views. Therefore, the digital news market has created an incentive to present 
news reinforcing partisan beliefs.150

146 TNS-Kantar 2017.
147 Ibid.
148 Klein and Karogeropoulos 2017.
149 Neyazi 2017.
150 Reuters Digital News Report 2017.
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Campaigns to manipulate public opinion through false or misleading social media postings have
become standard political practice across much of the world, with information ministries, specialized 
military units and political operatives shaping the fl ow of information in dozens of countries. The 
Computational Propaganda Research Project undertaken by the Oxford University found that the
government of a country in East Asia is using social media to enhance their legitimacy and “post 
large amounts of positive propaganda online to social media, state websites and newspaper websites,
particularly around sensitive times”.151

Platforms rely on algorithms to sort and target content to avoid costs, and to avoid editorial responsibility 
as algorithms are claimed to be less biased than humans. However, in several countries of South and 
Southeast Asia, social platforms infl uence news content by off ering incentives to news organizations 
for particular types of content, such as live video, or by dictating publisher activity through design 
standards.

Online systems favour scale and shareability which may incentivize the spread of low-quality content 
over high-quality material. Journalism with high civic value which investigates power, or reaches 
underserved and local communities, can be discriminated against by the structure and the economics 
of social platforms.

‘Fake news’

Editorially, journalism practices have also seen a shift given the growing trend of “fake news” and need 
for fact checking.

A new set of studies on computational propaganda, conducted in nine countries including one country 
in East Asia from Oxford University found that “the lies, the junk, the misinformation” of traditional 
propaganda is widespread online and “supported by Facebook or Twitter’s algorithms”. Fake accounts 
are active in disseminating certain information, both political and commercial, in South, Southeast and 
East Asia.152

Governments employ online platforms and tools to propagate their policy messages, manipulate 
public opinion, promote foreign relations and advance geopolitical strategy. Governments in Asia Pacifi c
blend automation and human interaction for strengthening online propaganda, and gaming the algorithms
that determine trending.153 Another study on computational propaganda found evidence that governments
of at least four countries in the region were using human and automated techniques to deploy and
push messages on social media feeds and interact with other users’ content.

151 Oxford Internet Institute, 2017
152  HeadSouth,  J. “Outlaw or ignore? How Asia is fi ghting ‘fake news’, BBC, April 2018 
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-43637744
153  Bradshaw, S. and Howard, P., “Troops, Trolls and Troublemakers: A Global Inventory of Organized Social Media Manipulation”, 
Computational Propaganda Research, University of Oxford,  Working paper no. 2017.12 http://comprop.oii.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/
uploads/sites/89/2017/07/Troops-Trolls-and-Troublemakers.pdf
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rePortIng on MargInalIzed grouPs

Some countries in the region have made funds available for certain kinds of programming, for 
community media or for the inclusion of diverse and marginalised voices including elderly people or 
lower-income families. Alternatively public broadcasters also follow obligations to ensure plurality of 
content through requirements to purchase a certain proportion of programming from independent 
producers. Broadband internet and digitisation are empowering a large audience to become content 
providers, which has very significant regulatory impact for plurality of content. Television and radio 
content broadcast free to air is subject to differing regulation from the same content distributed on an 
internet based catch-up service or a smartphone application.

Community radio stations perform an important public service for poor constituencies, eliciting their 
views and concerns, enabling them to raise issues and problems that might otherwise be taboo, 
and encouraging them to speak out, both among themselves and to local government. Community 
media, although hamstrung by policy provisions that limit its scope by curtailing news and restricting 
eligibility, continue to play a critical role. Across all countries there have been efforts in ensuring 
diversity through strengthening community and public service radio but the line between the two is 
thin in many countries across the region. Community media is making the media landscape of South 
Asia more pluralistic despite huge gaps in adoption and promotion in the region.154

new news Players: the deMoCratIzatIon oF news ProduCtIon?

New media platforms, especially on the internet, have expanded sources of news. The rise of networks 
and mobile phone penetration has created opportunities for new voices to be heard particularly seen 
in the rise of community media. There have been a growing number of initiatives that facilitate create 
greater awareness regarding community media related initiatives and activities in different national 
contexts in the region. Currently,  eight countries from the region have come together to form the South 
Asia Network for Community Media (SANCOM), an initiative for building and sharing of capacities for 
community media production and management across national boundaries.155 The initiative has been 
facilitated by UNESCO and aims to document and disseminate best practices, encourage comparative 
research.

Of the estimated 370 million indigenous people in the world, around two thirds live in Asia Pacific.156 
The growth of new media technologies should have facilitated the coverage of their concerns, by acting 
as ‘a bridge’ between these communities and professional news outlets. The capacity of indigenous 
communities in Asia Pacific to produce their own media is very low.  Editorial control and ownership 
remain major hindrances to balanced reporting on indigenous issues.157

Recent advances in media production technology have made equipment more easily available, but 
barriers persist, especially for low-literacy groups from marginalised communities. Limited access to 
production software is mainly due to language differences. Community capacities to manage media are 
constrained, and marginalized groups do not own and operate media. Lack of trust in such community-
led initiatives and limited funding for improving standards means that such voices continue to be 
marginalised in mainstream media.

154 UNESCO 2016.
155  South Asia Network for Community Media (SANCOM), 2015
156  UNDP, 2012 “Identifying the Information and Communication Needs of Indigenous Peoples”,
157  Ibid
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TRENDS IN MEDIA PLURALISM

MEDIA AND INFORMATION LITERACY

The importance of media and digital literacy is increasingly being recognized across Asia.158 The Media 
Literacy Network (MEDLITnet) is a platform for universities and stakeholders relevant to the media 
industries in Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam to collaborate on media literacy in education, training and 
research.159 Currently, the consortium consists of 6 universities in the Southeast Asia and 3 universities 
in Europe. In Bangladesh, the South Asia Center for Media in Development (SACMID) has developed a 
media literacy program to help people develop skills and critical reasoning to judge the reliability and 
credibility of news and information from all media: print, television, radio or online.160

Gender equality and media pluralism
GENDER EQUALITY IN THE MEDIA WORKFORCE

Inherent stereotyping also means women journalists are increasingly pushed to cover ‘soft beats’ such 
as gender issues, arts and culture. Cases of sexual harassment at the workplace are often buried, and 
those that do come to light are usually of a more serious nature. In many countries there is no law 
against sexual harassment in the workplace.161

Unions mostly represent interests of male journalists and number of women do not see utility in the 
unions for raising issues with respect to their working conditions. Conflict in many parts of the region 
has meant reporters’ access to these areas is difficult, and particularly in the case of women journalists.  

WOMEN AND DECISION-MAKING

The “Research Study on Media and Gender in Asia-Pacific”, a project undertaken by the International 
Federation of Journalists (IFJ) and supported by UNESCO and UN Women in seven countries in the Asia-
Pacific region, shows that media companies are largely led and governed by men: most editors have 
been male, as have been owners of news media, with women more likely to be in mid-level rather than 
top management.162

GENDER AND REPRESENTATION 

The trends are similar in regional language media across countries, both print and electronic where 
sexist images of women and derogatory language are more prevalent compared to English media.  Few 
countries have engaged efforts to prevent non-consensual publication of women’s sexual experiences.

The struggle over gendered forms of expression and control is visible in the use of online platforms in 
the region. New media helped nurture diverse gender networks and allowed for sharing of information 
and organizing, as women and other minorities have moved online in search of safer spaces, which are 
not readily available offline.

158 Microsoft, 2017 https://news.microsoft.com/apac/features/
bridging-gap-digital-literacy/
159 Media Literacy Network, https://medlitnetwork.wordpress.com
160 South Asia Center for Media in Development (SACMID), 2017 
http://sacmid.asia/index.php/about-us/

161 Gurumurthy 2015
162 Gurumurthy 2015.
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CHANGING THE PICTURE FOR WOMEN IN MEDIA

Some media outlets and women journalists in ethnic-minorities are making positive changes for gender 
equity with programmes such as active mentoring. Radio in general and community radio in particular, 
continues to be an important space for local media in many Asian countries. However, only 24 out 
of 207 community radio stations in the region are run by women.163 Nevertheless, there have been 
initiatives to develop gender policies for the broadcasting entities. These policies, with their contextual 
differences, have been adopted in other regions or countries.164

In response to the recognized challenges, 18 of the 39 (46.2 per cent) Beijing+20 respondent countries 
reported having integrated measures in place—combining policy, legislation, action plans and/
or programmes — for increasing women’s and girls’ participation in the media. Of a restricted list 
of options, the most common measure is the production and dissemination of media programmes 
that address the needs, concerns and interests of women and girls (28 of 39 countries; 79.8 per cent), 
followed by the production and dissemination of programmes by women (25 of 39 countries; 64.1 per 
cent) and the education and training of women who wish to engage with the mass media (24 of 39 
countries; 61.5 per cent).

Beyond legislation, various entities in Asia and the Pacific, from media bodies to national women’s 
networks, have conducted education and training sessions for members of the media, for the purpose 
of promoting positive and non-stereotypical portrayals of women and girls. In the Kazakhstan, seminars 
were held for journalists in 2012 and 2013 on ‘Principles and Standards of Gender Sensitivity in the 
Media: Strategy, Approach and Prospects’.

163 Chavez 2014.
164 Gurumurthy 2015.
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overview

the positive developments in the increases in media choices, the use of multiple platforms for the
creation and consumption of new content and media experiences across Asia Pacifi c, have been 

off set by a lack of independence of regulatory authorities from governments in the region. Regulatory 
bodies are increasingly politicized through state control, restricting the autonomy of the regulatory 
authorities, and through government-endorsed appointments. Self-regulatory bodies and press 
councils experience a lack of credibility as widespread perceptions regard these institutions as weak in 
terms of enforceability and eff ectiveness.

The region refl ects high levels of ownership concentration, low transparency levels, and a problematic 
dependency of media outlets on the government for fi nancial sustainability. Media capture is 
commonplace, and the degree of perceived infl uence exerted by governments on media outlets in the Asia
Pacifi c region exceeds the world average. Despite the high number of media outlets, many continue to
be owned and controlled by the economic and political elite, or by business people with close relationships 
to government. Also, between 2012 and 2017, there has been a rise in organized  and systemic state 
sanctioned de-legitimization of critical media reporting. While the media sector has been deregulated 
to allow for privatization, the adequate independence of broadcast and print media has not been 
protected due to the weak fi nancial position of many outlets, where an over-reliance on government 
advertising persists.

Regional key trends regarding media independence in the Asia Pacifi c region include 
the following:

• Growing diversity is shaping consumption habits, economic models and media systems;

• The independence of media regulatory bodies is weakened by their location under
authority of ministries or through key appointments and funding;

• Political control of media institutions is exercised in a direct manner through ownership,
and indirectly through licensing and content regulation obligations;

• The fi nancing and business models of traditional media experience challenges due to the
growth of digital news and media consumption;

• Investments in expanding professional bodies to enforce codes of ethics have increased
but their effi  ciency is diffi  cult to assess;

• Women in the media workplace continue to receive low and unequal wages relative to
men, unfair treatment and a lack of work recognition, and harassment.
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trends and transitions in regulation
IndePendenCe and governMent regulatIon

Competition and choice, digitization and convergence facilitate the use of multiple platforms for the 
creation and consumption of new content and media experiences across Asia Pacific. However, these 
changes pose regulatory and policy challenges for governments.

Across Asia Pacific independent regulatory authorities are supposed to be a natural institutional 
form and play crucial role in the governance of the media.165 In South, Southeast and East Asia, the 
procedures for assuring the autonomy of regulators from governmental control are increasingly under 
pressure.166 Since 2012, South Asian countries have introduced or enforced mechanisms to strengthen 
the chain of delegation between elected officials and the regulatory bureaucracy or have weakened 
their autonomy from political interference.167

State control is also evident in increasing politicization of regulatory bodies, operationalized through 
restricting both the autonomy of the regulatory authorities, and through government endorsed 
appointments.168 In countries in East Asia and Southeast Asia, state control over regulatory authorities 
is exercised openly by transfers and appointments of co-partisans and civil servants as members and 
heads of media regulatory and human rights bodies.169

Few countries in Asia-Pacific have a converged regulatory authority for all media sectors, and 
consequently  the powers and duties of regulation are fragmented across various institutions and
departments. One country offers an exception as it recently eliminated its broadcasting regulator
to merge with the telecom regulator and is moving towards a convergent regulator for telecoms,
broadcasting, digital and commerce.170 The type of agency in charge of media regulation also varies
greatly across countries in the region. Online media usually fall under the purview of the
telecommunications regulatory bodies or institutions managing electronic communication.

In many countries regulatory frameworks do not sufficiently empower the regulator, or enforcement 
mechanisms are outdated having not kept pace with the shifts in technology and market structure. 
This results in a regulatory vacuum where agencies from other sectors step in to create regulation. 
The development of regulations for Internet of Things is one such example, where multiple agencies 
are involved and legislation is being drafted involving multiple government bodies.171 The reform of 
regulatory bodies and their operational processes is limited by bureaucratic procedures and in some 
countries states have contemplated setting up new regulatory bodies for online content and media.  In 
general, the presence of multiple regulatory authorities leads to a lack of coordination between existing 
regulators and creates tensions in their overlapping jurisdiction and responsibility.  

165 ACMA 2017.
166 Galhotra 2015.
167 Abuza 2015.
168 The Express Tribune 2014.
169 Mander and Bhattacharya 2016.
170 Sambandararksa 2017.
171 GSMA 2017.
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The powers assigned to regulatory authorities varies greatly in the region. Across South and Southeast 
Asian countries, regulatory authorities drive regulation by setting agendas on industry standards 
and have participated in providing clarity on emerging issues such as net neutrality. Some countries' 
regulatory authorities have the authority to revoke licenses or apply sanctions, while in others their 
role is limited to providing recommendations that may not necessarily be taken into account by the 
government.

Interestingly, while there may be limited public debate on the adoption of country or regional 
standards, there is increased interest in standards from regulators in the region. Asia-Pacifi c is a huge 
market for the adoption of standards and therefore regulatory authorities have increased their support 
for research and development including trials to promote the country’s own technical standards.172 
Industry regulators in key countries prefer to use their own standards: an approach that often misaligns 
or clashes with existing monopolies. Industry operators (both state-owned telecoms and international 
equipment producers) have no choice but to slow their development to keep in step with regulations 
and enter markets.

The right to appeal against the regulator is available only in a few countries in the region. In South 
Asia, there is a growing trend amongst many regulated entities, both private and public, of launching 
appeals in the courts, even on technical issues.173 Secondly, there are many regulatory agencies which 
are also following an adversarial mode of rulemaking, and these are often responded to with number 
of court cases, including on technical issues.174

For example, in South Asia and Southwest Asia countries with independent converged regulatory 
bodies, states nonetheless retain control over aspects such as spectrum management, licensing and 
registration authority, and utilise these powers to enforce a licensing regime for broadcasters and 
telecom operators.

selF-regulatIon

Between 2012 and 2017, several countries in Asia Pacifi c undertook eff orts to liberalize markets and 
to create structural basis for media independence. Eff orts for media law reforms are visible through 
investments in institution building, such as the establishment of press councils to enforce codes for 
content.175 Press councils exist across almost all countries in the region and many countries have 
functioning broadcasting authorities for television and radio. Despite this positive trend, the perception 
of self-regulatory institutions is weak on account of challenges of enforceability and eff ectiveness.176 
Further, self-regulation by transnational platforms has created new forms of censorship as international 
companies make trade-off s to enter lucrative markets. Transnational platforms are hesitant about
off ending sensibilities or having their licenses revoked, so they proactively censor with no legal basis.177

172 Baller and Datta 2016.
173 PTI 2017.
174 The Hindu Business Line 2017.
175 Accountable Journalism 2017.
176 ORF 2014.
177 Dixit 2017.
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Political and economic influences in 
media systems
trends oF de-legItIMIzIng MedIa

Between 2012 and 2017, there has been a rise in organized and systemic state sanctioned de-
legitimization of media. In Southeast Asia, politicians have increasingly used terms such as ‘alternative 
facts’ and the label ‘fake news when responding to human rights related allegations. The rise in 
disinformation, and the growing use of the internet to, for example, spread hoaxes, contributes to 
the political de-legitimization of the news media, but it also has more direct consequences. In various 
countries in the region, press offices, media institutions, public figures and citizens have been violently 
attacked based on rumours spread through social media networks.

MedIa CaPture

Political and economic interests play an important role in media regulation in the region. In almost all 
countries in Asia Pacific, there are definite ties between business interests and political power plays and 
media institutions.178 The Media Ownership Monitor, which covers 13 media industries across a 10- to 
25-year period in 30 countries, revealed high levels of ownership concentration, a low transparency
level, and a problematic dependency of media outlets on the government in several countries of the
Asia Pacific.179

Figure 3-1: Perceived in�uences on the 
media by government o�cials

Asia & Paci�c World Average

Source: Worlds of Journalism Study 2016 

%

30.1

25.6

With regards to general media freedom, the 
Worlds of Journalism Study (2016) provides 
some statistics which can be used to comment 
on media freedom. Figure 3-1 below shows 
statistics on the extent to which government 
officials are perceived to  influence the media 
in Asia and Pacific region. Asian and Pacific 
governments  have influenced media houses 
more in this region, compared to the world 
average for the period 2012 to 2016, as shown 
in the figure below. Given the total number of 
Asia Pacific countries covered, 50 percent of the 
countries recorded a government influence of 
at least  30 percent. The Asia Pacific countries 
studied have 30.1% influence on media 
compare to the world average share of 25.6%. 
Governments which have a lesser influence on 
the media are regarded as giving media houses 
more independence in running their business.

178 Henisz and Zelner 2010.
179 Noam 2016.

Figure 3-1: Perceived influences on the media 
by government officials
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The intertwining of political and commercial pressures has restrained the diversity in mainstream print 
media in the region, especially with regard to news sources. In many countries, news organizations 
are either allied with political parties or own non-media enterprises that has led to a pronounced shift 
away from public-service news. Commodifi cation, the quest for ratings, and fi nancial pressures on 
newspaper staff , have led to focus on entertainment, and breaches of ethics and professional ideals
in journalistic practices.

Owners and proprietors of media organizations have been rewarded in various ways in countries where 
the government’s point of view is predominant.

FInanCIal regulatIons and busIness Models

Across all sub-regions of Asia, the media sector has been deregulated to allow for privatization, 
but the adequate independence of broadcast and print media has not been realized due to weak 
implementation of safeguards. Newspapers, especially regional dailies and local weeklies, receive 
indirect public subsidies such as government advertising which can compromise their independence.

Overall, there is an absence of specifi c rules regulating ownership and cross-ownership. There is no 
prohibition on monopolies or cross-ownership in the media market, although the regulators have the 
legal power to act against anti-competitive behaviour in the broadcasting and telecoms markets. To 
some degree, the transparency of media ownership has improved, mostly due to the need of media 
companies to increase their capital, which forces them to enter the stock exchange market, where it is 
mandatory to disclose ownership structures.

For public service broadcasters in almost all countries in Asia Pacifi c, the principal source of revenue 
is a public grant. In several countries public sector broadcasters are prohibited from broadcasting 
commercial advertising. This results in a fi nancial burden that impacts on the quality of programming 
and limits the independence of the broadcaster or results in content which is favourable to the state.

The challenges of the digital switchover in broadcasting diff ers throughout the region depending on 
market conditions. While economically affl  uent countries do not provide subsidies for the set top boxes 
required for digitisation, most developing nations in the region have dedicated public funds to support 
access for particular types of viewers (for example, elderly people or lower-income families).  

Some countries in the region also exhibit evidence of manipulated distribution of state aid and 
advertisement revenues. The practice not only endangers media market competition, but is used to 
silence critical media while supporting those who are ideologically or politically aligned. Government 
spending on advertising has increased across television, mobile, newspapers and online media. 
Generally there is very little transparency in the region on how government ad rates are fi xed, payment 
or quotas for government advertising spending.  Regulatory authorities have either no authority to 
restrict such spending or have not enforced penalties.
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In some countries there has been backsliding in terms of independence, both for the public broadcasters 
and regulators as robust media structures are being progressively weakened by the local governments. 
There is indirect or surrogate control of media houses since, despite a high number of media outlets, 
various media outlets continue to be owned by, and to depend on, the economic and political elite.180

A 2010 study conducted by the Open Society Foundation, examining constitutional and legal 
frameworks for 10 countries in Southeast Asia, found a vast array of differences regarding the regulation 
of broadcast media. This includes diversity in ownership structures, whether regarding restrictions 
on private print media, to countries where all broadcasters are public in nature, and others where a 
commercially vibrant private broadcasting sector is characterized by oligopolies of ownership.181 States 
often own and control channels of media distribution, technical equipment and access to sources.

Between 2010-2017, little has changed in the region with regard to ownership structures in broadcasting 
sector and in almost all countries, television and radio stations are owned and controlled by the state. 
In such scenarios, the independence of the editorial staff is not guaranteed. Maintaining an ‘arm’s 
length’ relationship between the editorial staff and the owner is often difficult, if not impossible. Some 
countries in East Asia have broadcasting laws that stipulate what constitutes politically fair coverage, 
further impacting on editorial independence.182 

JournalIsts’ PerCePtIons oF MedIa IndePendenCe, and trust In the MedIa

The annual Edelman Annual Trust Barometer, based on data collected through online surveys across 28 
countries, reports that globally, trust in the government, business, media and NGO sector is decreasing. 
While societal expectations of trust vary in the region, Southeast and East Asia report a loss of trust 
in institutions due to growing inequality over the years.183 Between 2014 and 2017 trust gaps have 
widened, with trust in media and government showing the greatest declines.

A few countries have reported more positive trends regarding trust than the global trends. For example, 
India has managed to buck this trend and sustained trust in all four institutions, with trust in government 
and business being the highest, and trust in online media catching up with traditional media.184

As the survey notes, despite sustained trust, echo chambers are in action with two out of three people 
surveyed agreeing that facts do not matter, with 52% of respondents routinely ignoring views or 
information that support a position they do not believe in.

180 Reporters without borders 2016.
181 Mendel 2010.
182 The Strait Times 2016.
183 Edelman APACMEA 2017.
184 Edelman APACMEA 2017.
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ProFessIonalIsM and eFForts to MItIgate PolItICal and eConoMIC 
InterFerenCe

In Southeast Asia, discussions on journalistic ethics have been held for at least the past 20 years, at 
national and regional levels. At regional level, these have primarily been held during the general 
assemblies of the Confederation of ASEAN Journalists (CAJ). In terms of content, the discussions have 
focused on the need for journalists to write accurate, fair and balanced reports, and also produce news 
content that highlights national needs and priorities.185

At national levels, journalistic ethics are raised and debated not only through the national press 
(newspapers and magazines) but also at various fora organised by schools/colleges of mass 
communications. Journalism ethics in the Muslim countries of Asia are determined by taboos and it is 
hard for the media to cover issues in the ‘triangle of religion, sex, and politics’.186 In smaller democracies 
and lesser developed economies, where the rate of development of media is slower, there is hardly 
any training for journalists and or discussion about journalistic ethics. News councils are funded by 
newspaper proprietors and often lack sufficient funding to perform complaints-handling functions, 
and do not have sufficient funding for independent monitoring and evaluation.   

In larger democracies with vibrant and healthy mass media systems and even in countries with indirect 
government ownership of media, there are frequent discussions about mass media ethics, involving 
associations such as the Philippines Press Institute (PPI), Indonesian Press Institute (IPI), Malaysian 
Press Institute (MPI) and the Press Institute of Thailand (PIT). In addition, there are organisations in 
the Philippines which try to promote higher professional standards in the media. These include the 
Institute of Mass Communications and the Centre for Media Freedom and Responsibility.

A persistent challenge in South Asia has been the phenomenon of paid news which doubly jeopardizes 
freedom of speech and expression on one hand, and free and independent media on the other. The 
Press Council of India’s draft report of enquiry titled ‘Paid News: How corruption in the Indian Media 
Undermines Indian Democracy’ points out that the practice of paid news has become widespread 
across both the print and digital news media, publishing in English and non-English languages, in 
different parts of the country.

The Committee identified several factors including the corporatisation of media, the desegregation 
of ownership and editorial roles, declines in autonomy of editors/journalists due to the emergence of 
contract systems and poor wage levels of journalists, as some of the key reasons for the rising incidence 
of paid news.187 This phenomenon appears to be less pervasive in states where the media is clearly 
divided along political lines.188

Non-media corporates use the media to influence public opinion and public relations, and lobbying 
influence on journalism is high in several countries across all sub-regions of Asia Pacific. Mandatory 
lobbying registries are not common in the region and there is very limited transparency and 
accountability. Even in countries with registration requirements the implementation thereof is lacking. 189 190

185 Ramanathan 2012.
186 Hafex 2012.
187 PRS Legislative 2010.

188 Sainath 2010.
189 Chari and Murphy 2010.
190 Transparency International 2015.
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gender equality and media 
independence
gender equalIty In the MedIa workPlaCe

Women continue to encounter obstacles to their engagement in the media in Asia Pacifi c. Low and 
unequal wages for women, unfair treatment and lack of recognition of work, annoyance and harassment 
of women at work, and balancing professional and personal responsibilities, are some of the structural 
challenges they face across the region.191

Cases of sexual harassment at the workplace are often buried, and in many countries there is no law 
against sexual harassment in the workplace. In other countries violence against women in the private 
sphere is normalized. One key trend in the region has been the increasing tendency to hire women 
journalists on a freelance basis, without access to paid leave and other entitlements.192

The region hosts many examples of professional codes of practice relevant to issues of gender equality, 
like those associated with the Broadcasting Standards Authority’s Free-to-Air Television Code of 
Broadcasting Practice and the Advertising Standards Authority’s Code for People in Advertising in New 
Zealand; the Code of Ethics for Media in the Philippines, or the Commercial Television Industry Code of 
Practice Advisory Note on the Portrayal of Women and Men in Australia.

MedIa MonItorIng and advoCaCy

UNESCO has partnered with regional media groups on the ‘Women for Change: Building a Gendered 
Media’  initiative  to lead several eff orts such as online training, workshops and most recently the Gender 
Sensitive Guidelines for Women in Media in South Asia.193

ForMal and ProFessIonal assoCIatIons

Women’s media networks are being nurtured across many countries to share information and resources, 
exchange ideas, uphold media standards and ethics, and promote gender equality within the media, as 
well within society more broadly. Unions mostly represent the interests of male journalists, and women 
do not see utility in raising issues with respect to the working conditions of women within the unions.194

191 Gurumurthy 2015.
192 UNESCO 2015.
193 UNESCO 2016.
194 UNESCAP 2015.
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overview

the Asia and Pacifi c region refl ects a number of trends indicating a substantial decline in the safety
of journalists since 2012. The number of killings of journalists has remained stagnant relative to 

the previous 5-year period, but is still high. Other common threats include non-fatal assaults, digital 
insecurity, imprisonment, and an expansion of defamation and other laws to include online content, all 
of which have curtailed the freedom of the media. 

Journalists in formerly press-friendly countries have experienced intimidation and pressure. Aggressors 
against the media include the police, security services, politicians as well as non-state actors from 
extremist or partisan groups, among others. The most dangerous sub-regions for journalists are South 
and South-East Asia, where numbers of arrests and killings of journalists remain at high levels. Impunity 
for the killing of journalists persists in over 90 per cent for the region. One positive development since 
2012 is that several governments have taken steps to establish mechanisms to improve the safety of 
journalists and combat impunity.  
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Trends in the safety of journalists in the Asia and Pacific region include the following: 

• While the numbers of journalists killed have remained mostly consistent, these killings are
now concentrated in fewer countries within the region.  From 2012 to 2017 journalists were
killed in 11 countries, relative to 14 countries in the previous 5-year period. All of the killings 
except one took place in South and Southeast Asia;

• The expansion of internet journalism in the region has brought with it new risks for digital
journalists. The number of internet journalists and bloggers killed between 2012 and 2017
forms a substantially increasing trend;

• Many countries introduced cyber security legislation that regulates online content through
criminal and civil penalties or enabled surveillance, including 8 countries Southeast Asia.
Internet journalists are imprisoned under these laws in numbers which now exceed
journalists working in traditional mediums;

• Impunity for the killers of journalists is prevalent throughout South and Southeast Asia,
with no prosecutions in the clear majority of attacks against journalists;

• South and Southeast Asian countries recorded an increase in beatings, forced
disappearances, intimidation of journalists and verbal threats;

• Fatal attacks against women journalists remained consistent. Offline and online harassment, 
and other gender specific threats are widespread. Sexual harassment is commonplace and
the perpetrators of sexual harassment against women journalists are most often colleagues 
and co-workers;

• The imprisonment of journalists took place in more countries throughout the region than
in the previous 5-year period. While the overall number of imprisoned journalists dropped
by a small margin, the number of countries in which journalists are imprisoned grew.

World Trends in Freedom of Expression and Media Development
regional overview: asia Pacifi c
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Physical safety and impunity 
Legal guarantees for the safety of journalistic sources are generally lacking in Asia Pacifi c. The most likely 
cause of death for a media worker is shooting; followed by explosions, vehicle accidents, stabbings and 
beatings.195 Journalists working for local media outlets are often the targets of violence, both online 
and offl  ine, by nationalists, citizens and soldiers. The challenges for safety of journalists in South Asia 
are complicated by ongoing armed and political regional confl icts. Afghanistan is the only country in 
the region that has created committees for the safety of journalists, made up of representatives of the 
state and journalists’ associations.196  

UNESCO’s Director-General condemned the killings of 107 journalists and media workers in the Asia 
and the Pacifi c region between 2012 and 2017.197  This refl ected a slight decrease in the number of 
killings during the previous 5-year period between 2007 and 2011, when the number of condemned 
killings was 109.  The rate of killings varied per year, ranging from 12 in 2014, to 27 in 2016, when the 
highest number of killings took place in a single year, due in part to a suicide attack that killed 7 staff  
members working for a private Afghan television station.198

Figure 4-1: Journalists killed in the Asia Paci�c region each year between 2012 and 2016
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26
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Total: 

107

195 International Federation of Journalists 2016.
196 Reporters Without Borders 2017.
197 UNESCO’s internal database of Journalist Killings and Status of Judicial Inquiry, January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2016.; 
Unless stated otherwise, the fi gures on killings of journalists that follow are taken from this database.
198 Harooni and MacAskill 2016.
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While levels of violence have been mostly consistent over the last decade, this is now concentrated 
in fewer states.  From 2012 up to 2017 journalists were killed in 11 countries (25 per cent) out of the 44 
countries in the region, relative to the 14 countries where journalists were killed in the previous 5-year 
period. All of the killings except one took place in South and Southeast Asia. 5 countries accounted for 
more than 90 per cent of the journalist killings condemned by UNESCO’s Director-General. No killings 
were recorded in the Pacific region. In 2 countries, journalist killings have been recorded each year since 
2012.

Figure 4-2: Journalists killed in the 
Asia Paci�c region by country 
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Consistent with global trends, nearly all (97 per 
cent) of the journalists and media workers killed 
in the region since 2012 were locally based, 
while 3 foreign correspondents were among 
the fatalities.199 Journalists and media workers 
affiliated with the print media were targeted 
more frequently, followed by television and 
then radio journalists.200  The expansion of 
internet journalism in the region has brought 
with it new risks for digital journalists. 10 
internet journalists, including 7 bloggers, 
were killed since 2012, compared with only 1 
internet journalist killed during the previous 
5-year period. Freelance journalists, including
bloggers, are being targeted in greater numbers. 
Though most killings recorded by UNESCO since 
2012 are of permanently employed media staff 
members, 18 per cent (20) of the victims were
freelance journalists, double the percentage
of freelancers killed in the period from 2007 to
2011. At least 8 freelance journalists were killed
in 2015, half of which were bloggers working in
one country.

Impunity for the killers of journalists is 
prevalent throughout South and Southeast 
Asia, with no prosecutions in the clear majority 
of attacks against journalists. In mid-2017, 7 
(64%) of the 11 Member States in the region 
where journalists had been killed provided 
information in response to requests by 

UNESCO’s Director-General for an update on the status of judicial inquiry, which reflected nearly double 
the response rate of 35 per cent tallied for the period of 2007 to 2012. In 43 cases (91 per cent) states 
noted that investigations were ongoing. In 4 cases, or 9 per cent, states reported some resolution to the 
case. No information was provided for a further 60201 cases related to journalist killings condemned by 
UNESCO’s Director-General.

199 Between 2014 and 2016, 3 correspondents were killed in Afghanistan.
200 Among the journalist killings condemned by the UNESCO DG, 42 (39 per cent) victims worked for print, 31 for television (29 per cent)
and 21 (20 per cent) radio. 
201 This number includes 42 cases for which states acknowledged receipt of the Director General’s inquiry but no information as well 
as 18 cases, all from India, for which there was no response or acknowledgement. 

Figure 4-2: Journalists killed in the asia Pacific 
region by country
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Causes of impunity were discussed by stakeholders at a regional seminar held in Colombo in December 
2017, in commemoration of the International Day to End Impunity for Crimes against Journalists.202 
Participants observed that a culture of impunity persists throughout the region, due to political 
interference, weaknesses in institutions overseeing law and order, slow moving courts, corruption, and 
use of unoffi  cial channels such as settlements between families to resolve cases. It was also suggested 
that a polarized media landscape contributes to perpetuating impunity and violence.203 

Non-fatal violence and threats additionally heighten insecurity for journalists throughout the region. 
South and Southeast Asian countries refl ected an increase in beatings, forced disappearances, 
intimidation of journalists and verbal threats. According to the Southeast Asian Press Alliance, the sub-
region experienced a substantial decline in press freedom in 2016.204 In South Asia, attacks by partisan 
supporters, threats and attacks from armed groups and police, have impeded journalists’ ability to 
practice independent reporting.205 While fewer physical attacks against journalists in East Asia and 
Pacifi c countries have taken place, several incidents of violence against journalists have been reported, 
including beatings by police and security guards. Over the last 5 years, journalists and press freedom 
defenders in Western Asia faced physical attacks including stabbings and torture while in detention for 
reporting on corruption, politics and nationalism, among other topics.206

Bombings, killings, and kidnappings of journalists by members of armed groups increased alongside 
broader spikes in sectarian and insurgent violence in several countries between 2012 and 2017. 
However, journalists and freedom of expression groups found attacks from state offi  cials, including the 
police, security agents and politicians, to be the most pervasive in most countries.207

The rate of incidents of violence against journalists, particularly killings, eased and slowed between 
2012 and 2017 in countries where there was a cessation of long-running confl ict. However, even in 
these countries, attacks still take place regularly and impunity is still the dominant trend.208 Since 2012, 
several countries throughout the region restricted access to local and foreign journalists or expelled 
foreign journalists.209

Figure 4-3: Judicial status of cases of enquiry into journalist killings in the 
Asia Paci�c region 
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202
 UNESCO 2017.  

203 UNESCO 2017; IMS 2017. 
204 Southeast Asian Press Alliance (SEAPA) 2017b. 
205 Butler 2018.  
206 Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) 2017b. 
207 IMS 2017. 
208 IMS 2017;  Patnaik 2017. .
209 CPJ 2015; SEAPA 2016; Kine 2017.

Figure 4-3: Judicial status of cases of enquiry into journalist killings in the asia Pacifi c
region
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gender equality and the safety of 
journalists
Fatal attacks against women journalists remained consistent and occurred less frequently than male 
journalists. 8 victims (7 per cent) of the journalist killings condemned by UNESCO’s Director-General 
from 2012 to 2016 in the Asia Pacific region were women, the same number documented in the previous 
five-year period.  Offline and online harassment, and other gender specific threats and challenges, 
however, are widespread.

Figure 4-4: Number of journalist killings 
condemned by UNESCO DG 2012-2016 
according to gender in the Asia Paci�c 
Region

Female Male

99
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Total:

107

In a series of country reports for the Asia-
Pacific region, the International Federation of 
Journalists found that while the numbers of 
women practicing journalism whether in newsrooms 
as freelancers or as bloggers has grown, women 
are professionally marginalized.210 These reports 
and other subsequent studies by freedom of 
expression groups in other countries in the region, 
found that sexual and non-sexual harassment of 
women journalists occurs frequently but there is 
little recourse for women.211 A 2016 study by the 
Afghan Journalists Safety Committee found that 
69 per cent of women practicing journalism in 
Afghanistan have experienced sexual harassment. 
Perpetrators of sexual harassment against women 
journalists are most often colleagues and co-
workers.212 Similar findings emerged from surveys 
in Nepal213 and Australia.214 

Despite an increase of women working in the 
media215, gender inequality in the workplace and 
social pressures often motivate women to leave 
the journalistic profession. Pay gaps, security 

concerns, travel difficulties, disapproval from families, and cultural restrictions, were cited in several 
countries as major obstacles for women journalists, particularly outside of main urban areas.

Hostility against women journalists online has increased substantially. Cyber abuse, including threats 
of rape, violence, character attacks and doxing, has become common immediate reactions to many 
women journalists in response to their reporting and social media activities.216   

In May 2016, UNESCO organized a regional consultation in New Delhi on developing gender-sensitive 
guidelines for women in the media in South Asia in partnership with the South Asia Women’s Network.

210 International Federation of Journalists 2015. 
211  IMS 2017.
212 Afghan Journalists Safety Committee 2016.  
213  IMS 2017. 

214  Media, Entertainment and Arts Alliance 2016. 
215  Wang 2016.
216  Suri 2017; IMS 2017; Posetti 2017.   

Figure 4-4: number of journalist killings 
condemned by unesCo dg 2012-2016 
according to gender in the asia Pacific 
region
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other dimensions in the safety of 
journalists 
The imprisonment of journalists took place in more countries throughout the region than in the previous 
5-year period. While the overall number of imprisoned journalists dropped modestly, the number of
countries in which journalists are imprisoned grew. According to the annual census of the Committee
to Protect Journalists, at the end of 2012 a total of 97 journalists were in prison in 7 countries.217 By the
end of 2016, 67 journalists were imprisoned in 11 states, the majority on anti-state charges. Journalists
have also been charged under criminal defamation laws which are in place in several countries, while
others are held for extended periods without any charge at all. Since 2012, the number of arrests and
detentions of internet journalists surpassed those of journalists working in traditional mediums.218 Many 
countries introduced cyber security legislation that regulates online content219 through criminal and
civil penalties or enabled surveillance during the 2012 to 2017 period, including 8 countries in
Southeast Asia.220

Criminal complaints against journalists, threats of violence and impunity, and offi  cial pressures from 
the state, collectively contributed to the practice of self-censorship since 2012. Journalists in South and 
East Asia were subject to pressures from politicians or party supporters to propagate positive narratives 
aligned to the interests of such actors and amidst increasingly nationalist environments.221 Polarized 
journalism motivated by partisan or ethnic affi  liations of particular media outlets, also contributed to a 
culture of self-censorship.222 Increasing online insecurity, including death threats, forced journalists to 
curtail their news coverage and commentary.223  

Fear of violent reprisals and imprisonment, as well as general insecurity following raids or closures of 
media outlets, sent many journalists from Asia Pacifi c countries into exile since 2012, the majority of 
whom are from Western Asia.224 In Southeast Asia, an increasing number of bloggers entered exile, 
while 1 blogger was expelled as a condition of his release from prison.225 While consistent data is not 
available on the numbers of journalists entering exile between 2012 and 2017, the numbers available 
refl ect a downward trend during this period when compared to the previous 5-year period, during 
which at least 140 journalists fl ed hostile environments. 

Journalists from several countries reported that their families were the targets of threats and harassment 
after their departures into exile.226 One country saw the return of exiled media workers following a 
political transition.  Large numbers of journalists were also internally displaced. For example, when the 
Taliban took over Kunduz province in Afghanistan, 150 journalists fl ed to safer parts of the country.227 

217 CPJ imprisoned archives. 
218 IBID 21; RSF 2018. 
219 CPJ 2017a;  IMS 2017. 
220 SEAPA 2017a. 
221 UNHRC 2016; Gowen 2018 .
222 Galhotra 2015; IMS 2017. 

223 Digital Rights Foundation 2018;  Possetti  2017. 
224 Unless otherwise noted, the fi gures for imprisoned and exiled journalists 
have been compiled from reports by the Committee to Protect Journalists.
225 Crispin 2014 and 2017.  
226 RSF 2017. 
227 IMS 2017. 
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Hate speech directed at ethnic groups, foreigners and religious minorities was increasingly promulgated 
though social media, causing several volatile situations for journalists in the Asia Pacific region.  Some 
journalists were attacked while covering related unrest, while coverage or criticism of hate speech and 
extremism led directly to responsive threats and attacks against journalists.228 Some countries 
have established restrictions for reporting on terror and other sensitive topics. Journalists resultantly 
practice self-censorship when reporting on these topics, while freedom of expression activists attest 
that the cost to freedom of expression imposed by such regulations is too high.229 

actions taken to enhance the safety of 
journalists
Twelve states230 from the Asia and Pacific region sponsored any of the 11 resolutions addressing the 
safety of journalists which were adopted by UN bodies between 2012 and 2017. Japan sponsored 8, 
more than any other state in the region, while Australia sponsored 7. Japan is also a member of the 
informal ‘Group of Friends on the Safety of Journalists.’  The Group, which has UNESCO Paris-based
counterparts at UN bodies in New York and Geneva, is comprised of states committed to the strengthening
the UN Plan of Action on the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of Impunity and its implementation at
the national level. Three other countries from Asia-Pacific region are part of the ‘Group of Friends’. The 
Republic of Korea participates in New York and Paris, and Pakistan and Australia are members in Paris. 

The majority of states in the Asia-Pacific region do not have monitoring, protection and prosecution 
mechanisms in place to secure the safety of journalists. Since 2012, at least 5 states have begun putting 
measures in place.  

In 2016, Afghanistan established the Joint Committee for the Safety and Security of Journalists (JCSSJ); 
a multi-stakeholder body tasked with implementing a security plan for journalists. Since its formation, 
the JCSSJ has ordered the reinvestigation of attacks against journalists dating back to 2002, and set up 
dialogue and information–sharing channels between journalists and security forces.  Nepal’s National 
Human Rights Commission has been developing a mechanism to support freedom of expression since 
2012. The planned mechanism aims to prevent attacks against those exercising their right to free 
expression, including journalists, and follow up on prosecutions. The project received financial support 
from the UN Peace Fund for Nepal.  

Under the UN Plan of Action for the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of Impunity, stakeholders in 
Pakistan, including the Federal Minister for Information and Broadcasting, created the Pakistani Coalition 
for Media Safety (PCOMS) in 2013. The Coalition has consulted in the development of legislation, 
currently under review by lawmakers, to address the safety of journalists. 

In the Philippines, the Presidential Task Force on Violations of the Right to Life, Liberty and Security of 
the Members of the Media was established in 2016 to investigate unsolved attacks against journalists. In 
2014, India set up a bureau to document crimes against journalists. Both programs have been criticized, 
however, for failing to include representatives from the media and civil society. 

228 Chan 2015; IFEX 2016; CPJ 2016. 
229 Center for Independent Journalism 2015. 
230 In addition to Japan and Australia, Republic of Korea, Kiribati, Maldives, Mongolia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Palau, Sri Lanka, Timor-Leste,

and Vanuatu,  sponsored one or more resolutions addressing safety of journalists since 2012.
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Figure 4-5: Asia Paci�c member states sponsoring UN resolutions on the safety of journalists since 2012
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Figure 4-5: asia Pacifi c member states sponsoring un resolutions on the safety of journalists 
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Qatar

Saudi Arabia
Sudan
Syrian Arab Republic
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United Arab Emirates
Yemen
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